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Infrared photodissociation spectroscopy of mass-selected [MO(CO2 )n ]+ (M=Sc, Y, La) complexes indicates that the conversion from the solvated structure into carbonate one can be
achieved by the ScO+ cation at n=5 and by the YO+ cation at n=4, while only the solvated
structures are observed for the LaO+ cation. These findings suggest that both the ScO+
and YO+ cations are able to fix CO2 into carbonate. Quantum chemical calculations are
performed on [MO(CO2 )n ]+ to identify the structures of the low-lying isomers and to assign
the observed spectral features. Theoretical analyses show that the [YO(CO2 )n ]+ complex
has the smallest barrier for the conversion from the solvated structure into carbonate one,
while [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ exhibits the largest conversion barrier among the three metal oxide
cations. The present system affords a model in clarifying the effect of different metals in
catalytic CO2 transformation at the molecular level.
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very effectively achieved by the excess electron of the
metal anion [8, 10, 25−35]. While the bidentate [M(η 2 CO2 )]− configuration is preferred for the first-row transition metal anions, the metalloformate [M(η 1 -CO2 )]−
structure is favored for the Bi− , Cu−, Ag− , and Au−
anions [25, 26, 28, 30]. An oxalate motif has ever been
captured in the [Bi(CO2 )n ]− (n≥5) clusters [30]. Notable CO2 activation is accessed in a Ni(I) compound
[36] and a [ClMg(η 2 -O2 C)]− complex [37].
Recent studies have shown that group III metal oxides are promising candidates for catalytic applications
[2, 38, 39]. The reaction of YO+ with CO2 was studied
using ion beam mass spectrometry and its bond dissociation energy was measured to be (0.89±0.05) eV by collisional activation experiments with Xe [40]. Collisioninduced dissociation experiments indicated that the
[YO(CO2 )]+ complex consists of a weakly-bound structure [40]. Infrared photodissociation (IRPD) spectroscopic studies of [YO(CO2 )n ]+ reveal that the first three
CO2 molecules are weakly bound to YO+ and a carbonate motif is formed in the n≥4 clusters, which occurs via
a solvation-induced electron transfer from the ligands to
metal [41]. IRPD spectra of the [NbO2 (CO2 )n ]+ and
[TaO2 (CO2 )n ]+ cluster cations show the dominant solvated structures, with some characteristic features of
a possible carbonate moiety in the n≥4 clusters [42].
In the [TiO(CO2 )n ]− cluster anions, the formation of
carbonat, oxalato, oxo, η 2 -(O,O), and carbonyl ligands
was identified [35]. Matrix-isolation IR spectroscopy of

I. INTRODUCTION

The chemical conversion and fixation of carbon dioxide is one of the most extensively studied catalytic reactions because of their great environmental significance
in global warming mitigation and various promising applications in synthetic and material chemistry [1−3].
Metal compounds play an important role in the catalytic transformation of CO2 [4, 5]. Gas-phase optical spectroscopy of mass-selected clusters has provided
great insights into the single-site catalysis processes at
the molecular level [6−10].
The monodentate coordination M(η 1 -CO2 ), bidentate coordination M(η 2 -CO2 ), or inserted OMCO structures have been observed in the neutral metal-CO2
complexes [6, 11, 12]. In general, the weakly-bound
M+ -OCO structure is dominated in the interaction of
CO2 with a metal cation [7, 13−23]. Interestingly, the
metal oxide-carbonyls [OMCO(CO2 )n−1 ]+ (M=Ti, Ni,
Si) present in the n≥5 clusters [16−18] and a bent CO2 −
fashion appears in [V(CO2 )n ]+ (n≥7) [20, 24]. In the
[M(CO2 )n ]− cluster anions, the activation of CO2 is
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the neutral ScO with CO2 has characterized a carbonate ScCO3 complex [43]. Herein, we report an IR
study on the interaction of CO2 with the ScO+ and
LaO+ cations using the IRPD spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations. Combined with the preliminary study of the [YO(CO2 )n ]+ system [41], the systematic experimental results show that CO2 can be converted into carbonate by the ScO+ and YO+ cations
instead of LaO+ , which is supported by theoretical calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTS

IR spectra of the [MO(CO2 )n ]+ (M=Sc and La) clusters are measured using an IRPD apparatus, which
has been previously described in detail [41, 44]. The
[MO(CO2 )n ]+ complexes are prepared by a pulsed laser
vaporization source with supersonic expansion of 2% O2
seeded in CO2 . The cluster cations of interest are massselected and decelerated into the extraction region of a
time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. Here, they interact with a single pass of the IR laser from a Laservision OPO/OPA IR laser. The photodissociation fragments and parent cations are analyzed using the TOF
mass spectrometer. Typical spectra are recorded by
scanning the infrared laser in step of 2 cm−1 . The IRPD
spectra are acquired by monitoring the fragment ions as
a function of the wavelength of tunable infrared laser.

FIG. 1 Experimental IRPD spectra of the [ScO(CO2 )n ]+
(n=2−11) complexes.

III. THEORETICAL METHOD

Electronic structure calculations are carried out using the Gaussian 09 program [45]. Recent study
of the [YO(CO2 )n ]+ complexes has shown that the
B3LYP functional augmented with a dispersion correction (B3LYP-D) is able to reproduce the experimental
IR spectroscopic observations [41]. Therefore, this functional is ultilized for the present calculations as well.
The DZP basis set is used for the carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms, and the LanL2DZ ECP
basis set for the scandium, yttrium, and lanthanum
atoms. Tight convergence of the optimization and the
self-consistent field procedures is imposed, and an ultrafine grid is used. To obtain relative energies and conversion barriers, the single point calculations are carried
out at the B2PLYP(full)/def2-TZVP level based on the
B3LYP-D/DZP-LanL2DZ optimized structures. The
calculated IR spectra are derived from the B3LYP-D
scaled harmonic frequencies (scaling factor: 0.964) [41]
and are convoluted using a Gaussian line shape function
with a 5 cm−1 full width at half-maximum (FWHM).
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1910175

FIG. 2 Experimental IRPD spectra of the [LaO(CO2 )n ]+
(n=1−10) complexes.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The time-of-flight mass spectra of the products generated by a pulsed laser vaporization of scandium and
lanthanum targets under the supersonic expansion are
shown in FIG. S1 and FIG. S2 in supplementary materials, respectively. The metal monoxide-CO2 cationic
complexes in the form of [MO(CO2 )n ]+ (M=Sc and La,
n=1−15) are dominated in the mass spectral signals.
Additional signals are assigned to the [M2 O2 (CO2 )n ]+
species with relatively weak intensities as compared to
[MO(CO2 )n ]+ .
FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 show the experimental IR specc
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TABLE I Experimental band positions (in cm−1 ), calculated scaled harmonic vibrational frequencies of the lowestlying isomers for [ScO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=2−11).
n

Band a
Band b
Band c
Expt.
Calc.
Expt.
Calc.
Expt.
Calc.
2
2364
2370
3
2364
2366
4
2364
2365
5
2364
2366
1858
1833
6
2356
2352
1846
1828
2366
2365
7
2356
2353
2348
2347
1837
1811
2366
2360
2348
2347
8
2354
2354
2348
2350
1829
1798
2360
2359
2368
2363
9
2358
2348
1823
2366
2348
1823
10
2360
2352
1820
2380
11
2360
2350
1818
2380
2350
1818
Band a: antisymmetric stretch of CO2 in the first solvation
shell, band b: antisymmetric stretch of CO2 in the second
solvation shell, band c: C−O stretch of CO3 2− .

tra of [ScO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=2−11) and [LaO(CO2 )n ]+
(n=1−10), respectively. The only fragmentation pathways observed involve loss of CO2 . The nearly linear
laser power dependence of the fragmentation signal is
confirmed and the IR spectra are normalized according to the IR power. Band positions of [MO(CO2 )n ]+
(M=Sc and La) are listed in Tables I and II, respectively.
In the experimental IR spectra of [ScO(CO2 )n ]+
(FIG. 1), three main features are observed, labeled a−c.
Band a is centered around 2364 cm−1 , which is characteristic of the antisymmetric stretch of CO2 in the first
coordination sphere [7, 8, 10, 13−18, 20−23, 41, 42].
Band b is observed around 2348 cm−1 , which appears
as a small shoulder at n=7 and the intensity is increased
in the large clusters. This band position is characteristic of the antisymmetric stretching vibration of free CO2
(2349 cm−1 ) [7, 8, 10, 20]. Band c is weakly observed
at the n=5 cluster and red-shifts from 1858 cm−1 to
1818 cm−1 between [ScO(CO2 )5 ]+ and [ScO(CO2 )11 ]+ ,
which is similar to the [YO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=4−11) with
the characteristics of the C−O stretch [41]. In contrast,
only one main feature centered around 2360 cm−1 (labeled a) appears in the IR spectra of [LaO(CO2 )n ]+
(n=1−10) (FIG. 2), while no obvious band is observed
in the 1000−2200 cm−1 region.
To identify the minimum-energy structures and to
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1910175

TABLE II Experimental band positions (in cm−1 ), calculated scaled harmonic vibrational frequencies of the mostlikely isomers for [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=1−10).
n

Band a
Expt.
1
2352
2
2360
3
2358
4
2358
5
2362
6
2350, 2360, 2375
7
2356, 2378
8
2356, 2380
9
2356, 2380
10
2356, 2380
Band a: antisymmetric stretch of CO2 in
shell

Calc.
2369
2366
2362
2362
2366
2351, 2364, 2378
2360, 2380

the first solvation

understand the experimental spectral features, quantum chemical calculations are carried out using the
B3LYP-D functional. Optimized structures of the two
kinds of isomers for [MO(CO2 )n ]+ (M=Sc and La)
are shown in FIG. 3. The calculated IR spectra of
[ScO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=2−8) are depicted in FIG. 4 and
those of [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=1−8) are shown in FIG. S3
(supplementary materials), respectively. The calculated
band positions of [ScO(CO2 )n ]+ and [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ are
given in Tables I and II, respectively.
Two binding motifs of solvated and carbonate structures are obtained, which are similar to those reported recently for the [YO(CO2 )n ]+ system [41]. For
[ScO(CO2 )n ]+ , the solvated structures, labeled nS in
FIG. 3, are predicted to be the lowest in energy for
the n=1−4 clusters; the most stable isomer of the
n=5 cluster consists of a carbonate binding motif (labeled nC), which retains all of the lowest-energy isomers
of the larger clusters. Similar features of minimumenergy structures are obtained for the [LaO(CO2 )n ]+
clusters (FIG. 3). Slight structural difference is found
in [ScO(CO2 )5 ]+ where one CO2 ligand is coordinated
opposite to the carbonate or the oxygen on the axis.
In contrast, all the four CO2 ligands are bound to the
metal in the equatorial plane in [LaO(CO2 )5 ]+ .
For the [ScO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=2−8) clusters, the agreement of the experimental IR spectra with the calculated
ones (FIG. 1 and FIG. 4), in particular with the relative band positions and the size-dependent trends, is
observed, supporting our initial assignments of these
bands. The antisymmetric stretching vibrational frequencies of CO2 in the first solvation shell of the most
stable isomers are predicted to be centered around
2360 cm−1 (Table I), which are consistent with the experimental values of band a. In the [ScO(CO2 )7 ]+ cluster, an antisymmetric stretch of CO2 in the second solc
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FIG. 3 Representatively optimized structures of the [ScO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=2−8) and [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=1−8) complexes (Sc:
white, La: cyan, C: gray, O: red). Relative energies are given in kJ/mol.
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FIG. 4 Calculated IR spectra of the solvated and carbonate
isomers for [ScO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=2−8).

vation shell is calculated to be 2347 cm−1 , which also
appears in the simulated IR spectra of the n=8 cluster, reproducing the experimental band b. In the calculated IR spectrum of the most stable structure for
[ScO(CO2 )5 ]+ (5C), the band at 1833 cm−1 is due to the
C−O stretch of carbonate core, which is consistent with
the experimental value of band c (1858 cm−1 ) (Table I
and FIGs. 1 and 4). The calculated frequency of band
c red-shifts from 1833 cm−1 to 1798 cm−1 in-between
the n=5 and n=8 clusters, which is in accord with the
size-dependent trend observed in the experimental IR
spectra.
For the [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=1−8) clusters, the calculated IR spectra of solvated structures (FIG. S3 in supplementary materials) are consistent with the experimental spectra (FIG. 2). In the calculated IR spectra
of carbonate structures, the predicted C−O stretches
of carbonate core are absent in the experimental spectra. It thus appears that the experimental spectra of
[LaO(CO2 )n ]+ (n=1−10) show the evidence of the formation of solvated structures, with the absence of carbonate structures.
The conversion barrier from the solvated structure
into carbonate one of [MO(CO2 )5 ]+ calculated at the
B2PLYP/def2-TZVP level for Sc, Y, and La is 28.9,
14.4, and 32.2 kJ/mol (FIG. 5), respectively. This indicates that the [YO(CO2 )5 ]+ complex has the smallest barrier for the conversion from the solvated structure into carbonate one, while [ScO(CO2 )5 ]+ exhibits a
slightly larger conversion barrier, supporting the experimental observation of coordination-induced CO2 fixation into carbonate by the ScO+ and YO+ cations.
Note that the conversion barrier for the LaO+ (CO2 )n
system is not significantly larger than that for ScO+
and YO+ , an alternative reason for the absence of carbonate formation in the LaO+ (CO2 )n system could
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/cjcp1910175

be that the conversion rate of solvated [LaO(CO2 )n ]+
complex to carbonate [La(CO3 )(CO2 )n−1 ]+ species is
much slower than that of [ScO(CO2 )n ]+ complex to carbonate [Sc(CO3 )(CO2 )n−1 ]+ species. Recent gas-phase
IRPD spectroscopy of the [Pt4 CO2 ]− cluster identified a molecularly-adsorbed isomer instead of a fullydissociated structure (the global minimum) [33]. Similarly, higher-energy isomers on the potential energy surface have also been observed in several cluster systems
[46, 47].
As analyzed for the [YO(CO2 )n ]+ system [41], the
conversion of M=O and CO2 undergoes a 2+2 cycloaddition transition state, and the negative charge on O is
beneficial for its nucleophilic attacking to C center of
CO2 ligand. The CO2 conversion from the solvated
structure into carbonate one is assisted by donating
electrons from the ligands to the metal. The conversion barrier decreases with the increase of cluster size.
The Mulliken charges of metal and O atoms of the MO
unit in the [MO(CO2 )n ]+ solvated structures are given
in Table S1 (supplementary materials). It can be seen
from Table S1 that the difference in the Mulliken charge
of metal atom is more prominent than that of O atom.
The Sc and Y atoms are more electron rich than the
La atom, suggesting a more favorable CO2 carbonation, which is consistent with the present experimental
observations.
Previous computational studies on the conversion
of [YO(CO2 )L]+ to [Y(CO3 )L]+ (L=H2 O, NH3 , and
NHC (N ,N ′ -bis(methyl)imidazol-2-ylidene)) indicated
that the carbonation would become easier via the increase of the donating power of the ligand [41]. Further
experimental investigation of CO2 transformation in
the ligand-doped [MO(CO2 )L]+ systems is in progress.
These studies would shed insights into molecular-level
understanding of different degrees of activation of small
molecules by tuning metals, ligands, cluster sizes, and
supplementary materials.

V. CONCLUSION

Gas-phase vibrational spectroscopic and theoretical
studies on the reaction of CO2 with the ScO+ and
LaO+ cations reveal that the CO2 conversion from the
solvated structure into carbonate one is observed for
[ScO(CO2 )n ]+ at n=5, while the CO2 molecule is only
weakly bound to the metal in [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ . Together with the recent study of the reaction of CO2
with YO+ [41], it can be found that the CO2 fixation into carbonate is accessible by both ScO+ and
YO+ rather than LaO+ . Theoretical analyses show that
the [YO(CO2 )n ]+ complex has the smallest barrier for
the conversion from solvated structure into carbonate
one, while [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ exhibits the largest conversion barrier among the three metal oxide cations. The
present system affords a model in clarifying how the coordination induces CO2 fixation into carbonate by difc
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FIG. 5 Potential energy profiles of conversion barrier from solvated structure into carbonate one of [MO(CO2 )5 ]+ (M=Sc,
Y, La) calculated at the B2PLYP/def2-TZVP level. Energies are given in kJ/mol.

ferent metal oxides, which should have important implications for the single-atom or single-cluster catalytic
transformation of carbon dioxide.
Supplementary materials:
Mass spectra of
[ScO(CO2 )n ]+ and [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ (FIGs. S1 and S2),
calculated IR spectra of the solvated and carbonate
isomers for [LaO(CO2 )n ]+ (FIG. S3), the Mulliken
charges of metal and O atoms of the MO unit in
the [MO(CO2 )n ]+ solvated structures (Table S1) are
available.
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